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SERVICE NOTES

Get out…
and get inspired
There are some great industry events designed to
equip you for tomorrow’s challenges.
By Allan Janssen
When I get back to the office after
attending a conference, my ritual is to
go through all my notes and figure out
how to use what I’ve learned.
Not surprisingly, I always find that
I’ve gleaned many more nuggets of
wisdom than I could possibly print in
a single issue of the magazine. A lot of
it gets filed away for future reference.
Some of it becomes the background
information that helps me sound
smarter than I actually am. And some
of it is reported on our website.
Usually only the most topical stuff
makes it onto these pages.
What you get, if this magazine is your
only exposure to industry events, is a
vague idea of what it might have been
like to attend. It would be impossible
for me to convey the full experience of
sitting in those classrooms and walking
the aisles of those trade shows.
Most recently, I attended the
Congress of Automotive Repair and
Service (which forms a very familiar
acronym, you may have noticed), held
in Detroit last month. If I was exhausted
from the pressures of modern business
and the hectic pace of life when I
arrived, it did not last long. I found
myself invigorated by speaker after
speaker offering great insights and
advice.
Whether the subject was modern
vehicle technology, innovative repair
techniques, new tools, or strategic
management, every class was an eye
opener.
More to the point, however, I was
surrounded by excellent operators,
successful enough in business to afford
to go… and smart enough to know they
had to go. They were more than happy

to engage in conversation about their
challenges and their experiences. I
learned as much from them during the
networking opportunities as I did from
the paid speakers.
If I’d had a shop, I would have come
home with a binder full of new ideas I
wanted to implement.
It’s no coincidence that the people
you meet at events like this are the most
upbeat, and optimistic in the business.
Doom-and-gloom pessimists don’t tend
to go. The naysayers and cynics who
complain about the way business is
changing need to find some training,
and stop complaining.
It’s often said that there’s a built-in
trap in being an “independent” automotive service provider. We are a little
too independent for our own good. We
need to keep learning from one another,
listening to the experts, asking the
tough questions, and finding the best
way to sell our services.
There are events coming up you
should make a point of going to if you
haven’t left your cocoon in a while.
Most notably, Las Vegas will once again
host “Automotive Aftermarket Industry
Week” in November. It’s show-and-tell
time for the industry, complete with
groundbreaking technology and innovative ideas.
Want to meet some allies? Want to
get inspired? Want to learn something
new? If you haven’t been in a while, get
out of your bubble, hop on a plane, and
check it out. You may learn a trick or
two that will rejuvenate your business
and energize your staff.
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THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF
PROTECTING WHAT MATTERS.

Havoline® ProDS with Deposit Shield® Technology is a full synthetic motor oil that
proactively protects what matters most. Learn more at Havoline.com
Proactively responds to the demands
placed on modern engines.

EXTENDS engine life
KEEPS cars at peak condition
MAINTAINS fuel economy
REDUCES carbon emissions

© 2015 Chevron Canada Limited. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC.

Chevron Products
are available from
the following
locations:

CHEVRON CANADA LIMITED
1200-1050 West Pender St.
Vancouver BC V6E 3T4
Toll Free: 1 (800) 822-5823
canada.deloperformance.com

CATALYS LUBRICANTS
7483 Progress Way
Delta BC V4K 1E7
Toll Free: 1 (855) 946-4226
catalyslubricants.ca

NORTHERN METALIC
SALES (GP)
9708-108 St.
Grande Prairie AB T8V 4E2
Tel: (780) 539-9555
northernmetalic.com

HUSKY ENERGY
CORPORATION
707-8th Ave. S.W.
Calgary AB T2P 1H5
Tel: (403) 298-6709
huskyenergy.ca

UFA
4838 Richard Rd. S.W.
Suite 700
Calgary AB T3E 6L1
Tel: (403) 570-4306
ufa.com

CHRIS PAGE
& ASSOCIATES LTD
14435-124 Ave.
Edmonton AB T5L 3B2
Tel: (780) 451-4373
chrispage.ca

RED-L DISTRIBUTORS LTD
9727-47 Ave.
Edmonton AB T6E 5M7
Tel: (780) 437-2630
redl.com

OAKPOINT
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
33-A Oakpoint Hwy.
Winnipeg MB R2R 0T8
Tel: (204) 694-9100
oakpointoil.homestead.com

THE UNITED SUPPLY
GROUP OF COMPANIES
2031 Riverside Dr.
Timmins ON P4R 0A3
Tel: (705) 360-4355
unitedsupply.ca

TRANSIT LUBRICANTS LTD
5 Hill St.
Kitchener ON N2G 3X4
Tel: (519) 579-5330
transitpetroleum.com

R. P. OIL LTD
1111 Burns St. East
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Whitby ON L1N 6A6
Tel: (905) 666-2313
rpoil.com

CREVIER LUBRIFIANTS
2320, Rue de la Métropole
Longueuil (QC) J4G 1E6
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crevierlubrifiants.ca

NORTH ATLANTIC
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WEB

>

Ingenuity matters

There’s no shortage of innovative thinking on
the Internet. We’ve posted some interesting
videos on our Facebook page that will inspire
and amaze you. Check them out.
www.facebook.com/mycarsmagazine

Live-tweeting from AIA’s
Atlantic Canada conference

S H O C KS & S T R U T S

YOU’LL BE

SHOCKED
BY THE
SALES
RESULTS!

We’ll be keeping you up to date with all
the news coming from the Automotive
Industries Association’s Service Provider
Conference in Moncton, N.B. this month.
Follow us on Twitter for all the latest news.
twitter.com/mycarsmagazine

Another story of neglect

Rick McMullin of London, Ont. has
sent in some egregious photos of a
family vehicle that has seen better
times. Check out this story of neglect
and ask yourself why our message of
maintenance doesn’t always resonate
with motorists.
www.tinyurl.com/CARS-Neglect-Pix

EYESPY
Bottle cap

Blake Laidlaw of Hockey’s Automotive
in Atwood, Ont. found an unusual dust
cap on one of the wheels of this 2000
Ford F-250. As you can see, the customer
improvised with the bottom of a 1-liter
plastic pop bottle when he lost the
proper part. It gave the guys in the shop
a good laugh. Happily, the customer
allowed them to fix it properly!
Have an interesting picture to share?
Email a high-resolution image to
allan@carsmagazine.ca
tinyurl.com/cars-eyespy-003
There’s always lots going on at our website. Check out the latest at

www.carsmagazine.ca

The Monroe
Shocktober ® Fall
Consumer Promotion
gives your customers
an incentive to buy!
Contact your local Monroe
representative or visit
.com
www.
for promotion details.

monroe

This is a mail-in rebate. Restrictions apply.
Offer may not be combined with any
other discount, offer or rebate.

PROMOTION VALID:

SEPTEMBER 1 OCTOBER 31, 2015
© 2015 Tenneco Automotive
Operating Company Inc.
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Choose Ford Parts. They fit your Ford better than the
others, allowing you and your team to work more
efficiently. Plus, we stand behind our parts with a
2-year, unlimited kilometre warranty * that includes
up to $150 in labour. Not only are Ford Parts a great
investment for you, your customers will benefit from
long-term performance. And that’s what we call a
winning combination.

UP TO

150

$

IN LABOUR COVERAGE FOR
QUALIFIED FLEETS /
INDEPENDENT REPAIR SHOPS*

PARTS THAT WORK FOR YOU.

FORD PARTS

WARRANTY*

DISTANCE
INCLUDES LABOUR

FORD.C A

24 months/unlimited km limited warranty on most Genuine Ford/Motorcraft ® Parts and Ford Genuine Accessories (purchased from Ford or Ford Lincoln dealers or Ford dealer wholesale customers) for cars and light trucks that are
found to be defective in material or workmanship. Parts, labour, and towing covered for ‘dealer-installed’ parts/accessories; parts only are covered for ‘over the counter’ retail parts/accessories; parts and labour (up to a maximum
of $150) covered for wholesale and fleet parts/accessories. Part and/or accessory failure due to: abuse, misuse, neglect, alteration, accident, racing; improper lubrication, repair, or installation; use in applications for which they were
either not designed, or functionally intended, or not approved by Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited; cleaning, adjustment or replacement as a part of normal maintenance; or failures caused by non-Ford parts, are not covered
under this warranty. Coverage varies between over-the-counter and dealer-installed parts. See your local Ford Store for complete coverage details and limitations. ©2015 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.
*
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News

www.redi-sensor.com

TPMS service with
VDO REDI-Sensor™
was always a snap.
Now it’s also available
with a rubber snap-in
valve stem!
The VDO REDI-Sensor multiapplication TPMS sensor has
already made TPMS service
faster and easier by eliminating
the need for programming and
cloning. Now, for service techs
looking for the option, we’re
also offering REDI-Sensor with
a familiar rubber snap-in valve
stem. And just like the original
REDI-Sensor, our new rubber
valve stem version is ready
right out of the box!
• Pre-programmed and
designed to follow OE
vehicle relearn procedures
• Works with all major
TPMS scan tools
• Reduces inventory and
eliminates service delays
• OE designed and validated
For more information, visit:
www.redi-sensor.com

VDO and REDI-Sensor –
Trademarks of the Continental Corporation

Delphi’s Malcolm Sissmore (far right) makes a point at the Service Management
Leadership Forum panel discussion on parts quality. Other panelists were, from left:
Donny Seyfer, Jim Gray, Robert Roos, and Chris Chesney.

Buying habits
affect parts quality
Panelists at annual CARS event say varying parts quality levels
exist because shops keep ordering them.
A panel of automotive part manufacturers and distributors at the recent
Congress of Automotive Repair and
Service (CARS) in Detroit said repair
shop owners have the power to solve
the ongoing issue of poor parts quality.
They said the issue of poor quality
parts would go away in relatively short
order if service providers insisted on
quality and bought nothing else.
“We have so many levels of quality
because there’s a demand for each one,”
said Jim Gray, national account
manager for AutoZone. “You dictate to
us what you want to buy.”
If demand for low-cost parts dried

up, he said, warehouse distributors and
jobbers would have no incentive to
stock them. He encouraged service
providers to “set the parameters” on
their online ordering systems so they
see only the level of quality they want.
“We sell what you all will buy,” agreed
Chris Chesney, senior director of
customer training at Advance Auto
Parts. “The levels of quality are there
because there’s a demand for them.”
He said manufacturers and distributors will notice very quickly if the
shops begin to demand only the highest
level of quality parts.
“If you don’t train your people to
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order the level of product that you
want, the problem will continue,” he
said. “If you set up a rule in your shop
that you only order a particular level
of product for a particular type of
repair, that problem will go away very
quickly. If we’re selling a lot more of a
particular level of quality, we’re going
to focus on making sure it’s available.”
Robert Roos, vice president of sales
and marketing for National Pronto
Association, told the shop owners in
the room, “We’re here to give you what
you want, delivered in a timely manner
so you will be profitable. We all want
to be profitable. We all want to thrive
in this great industry.”
The panelists fielded questions from
moderator Donny Seyfer, owner of
Seyfer Automotive in Wheat Ridge, Col.,
and chairman of the Automotive
Service Association (ASA) 2015 board
of directors.
Seyfer said the session – part of the
Service Repair Leadership Forum – was
not meant to be an “inquisition” but
rather an exploration of how the automotive supply chain works and what
can be done to ensure higher-quality
parts reach service bays.
Malcolm Sissmore, Delphi’s director
of sales for traditional aftermarket in
North America, illuminated the global
manufacturing picture, saying quality
remains the top priority for reputable
manufacturers, no matter where a part
is made.
“Our decision to build in a particular place is based on a number of
things,” he said. “It could be based
upon raw materials supply, it could
be based on engineering, it could be
based upon low-cost labor. Being
competitive is why we have to go to
low-cost countries sometimes, but
really quality and availability remain
our primary concerns.”
He said the company relies on
feedback from service providers on
how to package and stock the parts.
“We need the feedback from technicians,” he said, citing the example of
ignition coils. “Should you replace them
in sets? Well, that’s an answer specific

to the car. It depends on how much
labor goes into it, or how hard is it to
get to, or what the likelihood is of other
parts failing. That’s the feedback we’d
like to get, so the counterperson can
make the best recommendations to the
tech on how many to buy, and what to
buy with it.”
“It is that kind of tribal knowledge
that we have to take back to our
demand planners and the software
developers and the systems managers
to get it right,” said Chesney. “We’re
trying to tweak things so our stocking
makes sense, and we need to hear from
you about the holes and challenges that
we need to address.”
Roos agreed that technician input is
critical.
“We (distributors) are putting
together our best guess, based on the
error rates that we see. But there’s a lot
of information we need to have about
per-car quantities, and what else you
need to have, and how many of these
things are actually sitting on a vehicle,”
he said. “You guys are the experts. As
we hear more from you, we’ll get better
at having what you need available when
you need it. We need to learn how to
share the information.”
As for failure rates, Gray said every
manufacturer and distributor has the
same target: zero.
“There’s no acceptable failure rate in
our business,” he said. “No one wants
to sell something that they know is
going to fail.”
More than 6,500 industry professionals attended the annual CARS
event, held in conjunction with the
International Autobody Congress and
Exposition (NACE).
The show featured a larger show
floor, a return of the Multi-Shop
Owners’ Symposium, a Technology &
Telematics Forum, and numerous
workshops focusing on new materials,
shop management, and repair
technology.
CARS will be held in California next
year, sharing the Anaheim Convention
Center with NACE from Aug. 9
through 13.

FOUR TIMES...
THE BEST.
THE PROFESSIONAL’S
CHOICE.
We are pleased to announce
Wagner Brake is the
only four-time winner
recognized by the
industry as
the overall best brand
of replacement
brake pads.*

INSTALL THE BEST
TODAY!
*Frost & Sullivan Replacement Brake Pads
Product Leadership Award Winner

©2015 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. All rights reserved.
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By the numbers
Stats that put the Canadian automotive aftermarket into perspective.

<1%

The Bank of
Canada has
lowered its projection of real GDP
growth in 2015 to just over 1 per
cent, following a slight contraction
earlier in the year. Canadian GDP is
still expected to be about 2 1/2 % in
2016 and 2017.

20,000

Approximate number of used
cars imported into Canada in
2014… down dramatically due to the dropping value
of the Canadian dollar.

75%

Percentage of
Canadians who
admitted to having
bad driving behavior,
with habitual speeding the most commonly
confessed infraction (58 per cent)

$34.65 million

38.6% 43%
1.2
billion

The estimated
world vehicle population in 2014.
According to some, the total number
of vehicles worldwide will double to
2.5 billion by 2050.

Hong Kong

City with the most Rolls Royces per
capita.

Percentage
of Canadian
auto
repair customers that say email
is their preferred means of online
communication with their service
provider.

$340.64 billion

North American manufacturer-level replacement
parts revenue in 2013. It is estimated to reach
US $471.88 billion by 2020.

55%

Highest share of the world’s vehicle
population ever held by a single model
type. In 1916, more than half of the all
the cars in the world were Model T Fords.

51.7

The age of the average new car
buyer in the U.S. Their average
annual income is $80,000. The average age of
Americans is 36.8 years, with a median income of
about $50,000.

Sources: DesRosiers Automotive Consultants; J.D. Power & Associates; Kanetix; National
Automobile Dealers Association; Frost & Sullivan; Bank of Canada; and Navigant Research.

Growth in sales of luxury vehicle
market in Canada over the past 10
years.

Sale price in U.S. dollars of a 1962
Ferrari 250 GTO at a Pebble Beach,
Calif. auction last summer. It was the
most expensive car ever sold.
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NAPA Total Eclipse Calipers feature an exclusive coating that
protects against salt spray and moisture and they’re backed
by a 2-year/24-hour roadside assistance guarantee. That’s
good for your business and your customers’ peace of mind.

866-GET-NAPA | NAPACANADA.COM
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Express Delivery. Unlimited Service.
Visit mbwholesale.ca – your best source for Mercedes-Benz GenuineParts.
Get the parts you need – on time, the first time.
Mercedes-Benz Corporate Stores have the largest
GenuineParts inventory in Canada. We have dedicated
parts specialists serving the greater Toronto and
Vancouver areas. Wholesale customers receive priority
service for pick-up at our parts counters, wholesale
pricing and group rates.

Mercedes-Benz
Corporate Store Locations

Wholesale Parts Customers benefit from:
• Our knowledge-base of all models and years
• Same-day delivery of in-stock items
• Next-day/express delivery for special orders
• GenuineParts made to original specifications
• Quality, fit, performance and safety
• Comprehensive warranty on parts

Mercedes-Benz Newmarket

Mercedes-Benz Green Lane

(905) 954-4800

(905) 695-1998

Mercedes-Benz Mississauga

Mercedes-Benz Vancouver

(905) 593-2250

(604) 736-3179

Mercedes-Benz Downtown

Mercedes-Benz Midtown

Mercedes-Benz Boundary

(647) 426-0780

(647) 426-9891

(604) 639-3306

Mercedes-Benz Thornhill

Mercedes-Benz Maple

Mercedes-Benz Richmond

(905) 695-8300

(905) 585-9310

(604) 304-6651

Mercedes-Benz Markham

Mercedes-Benz Etobicoke

Mercedes-Benz North Vancouver

(905) 480-1600

(647) 288-0122

(604) 984-7780
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IT’S YOUR TURN
Got an opinion? We’ll happily give you a page to get it off your chest!
Send your rant to allan@carsmagazine.ca

What it’s all about?
Sometimes we get too focused
on the impersonal aspects of
the business,
and forget the human element
that really makes it work.
By Bruce Eccles
Is it really all about the numbers?
I mean… is everything we do as
owners and managers of automotive
repair shops all about the bottom line?
The margins? Our technician efficiency? Our hours billed? Blah, blah,
blah?
I’m not down playing the analytics of
our businesses. But I’m coming to the
conclusion that most of that stuff means
squat if we aren’t more concerned with
building relationships.
Every month, I read several publications related to our industry… and a
few that are not. There is an awful lot
of focus on being successful in the
monetary sense, and not enough focus
on how to be successful in the
communal sense. The emotional sense.
The human sense.
We have to be vigilant not to lose
sight of what has made the independent automotive repair industry
successful for so many decades: our
people skills and community
involvement.
I truly believe that most readers of
this column – independent automotive
service providers – started the same
way. Yes, we had the ability to repair and
service vehicles. Yes we had the right
tools for the job. And, yes, we understand vehicle mechanics at the fundamental level. But, more importantly, we
got to know our customers. We
connected with them on a very personal
level. They liked dealing with us because

we weren’t faceless corporations.
We laughed with them, shared
stories, and got to know them and their
families. I truly believe that’s the core
of our business.
So, why am I writing this column?
This spring, my favorite client, Ed
Clementi, passed away at the age of 86.
I loved it when he came into the shop.
He may be the only client that I actually
hugged on more than one occasion. I
told him that I loved him… and I truly
did. I am teary-eyed as I write this.
Ed was in his mid-50s when I first
met him. He was a gentleman’s
gentleman. He and his wife, Marion,
allowed me the pleasure of servicing
their vehicles for over 31 years. We
became like extended family to
each other.
On my fiftieth birthday, Ed and
Marion put together a photo album that
celebrated our relationship, and poked
some good-natured fun at me and my
team, including my service advisor,
Anne, who probably saw him the most.
That album was filled with Ed’s wit and
charm. And it came with a poem that
he and Marion wrote. Here it is:

Fifty years have come and gone for a
boy, a teenager, a man
His love for cars was his command
On this journey, he was an apprentice,
mechanic, an employer, a friend
Someone to count on through
thick or thin
Our cars he worked on to keep
them in tune
So we are not left by the roadside
anytime soon
The first was a green Pontiac he
babied along
for its trips to Wisconsin he couldn’t be
wrong.
Next came a red Chrysler need we say
more, it was Anne’s favorite
As it floated along
Along came an Oldsmobile,
sleek and red
Fourteen years we had it
It was ‘a keeper’ he said
A green Toyota would come next
We would drive to Dundas
to get it fixed
Today is special. We wish him the best
As he travels life’s highway he has
passed the test.
I know all of you have an Ed Clementi
in your life. People like him are what
our businesses are truly built on. We
exist to earn their trust and respect.
Frankly, our businesses are all about
the people. And they always will be.
And don’t obsess about the numbers.
If we put people first, they will add up
in the end.
Bruce Eccles is the
owner of Eccles Auto
Service in Dundas, Ont.
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BEST AUTO

SERVICE PROVIDERS...
WANT to be cost effective
WANT a strong network behind them
WANT to build their businesses
Best Auto, a flexible marketing program that gives independent automotive service
providers creative, cost saving business and marketing solutions.

Training

BEST

www.bestautonetwork.ca

Give your business the advantage of an affiliation with one of the most reputable
distributor networks in Canada - without compromising your independence.
Contact your local Bestbuy member distributor to learn more.

www.bestbuydistributors.ca

facebook.com/bestbuydistributors

Home

of tHe
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MANAGEMENT INSIGHTS

Rewriting
Your

Business

Model

We need to reevaluate the best
way for an auto repair shop to
serve its customers.

O

By Murray Voth
Operating an automotive service and repair shop
is more complicated than it has ever been.
Our business model is no longer a simple matter
of trying to make money fixing cars. Automobiles
are big business these days, and they have a
tremendous impact on our economy and our
society as a whole.
Our tactics need to change… just as they’ve been
changing in recent years for auto makers and for
governments.
Vehicle manufacturers have always made money
building and selling vehicles. Over the years,
however, they’ve had to dramatically improve the
reliability of their vehicles – due to consumer
demand and increasingly stringent government
regulation. While this improved reliability is good
for their reputations, it also threatens to limit their

profits since people won’t need new vehicles as
often. To promote future sales, carmakers set up
their warranties to expire just as the vehicle begins
to need major services, and they advertise heavily
to convince people to buy a new car every four or
five years.
The automakers don’t really want people keeping
their cars for 20 years, and they’re not thrilled that
auto repair shops are educating their customers
about how much money they’ll save if they keep
the car longer.
Meanwhile, our federal and provincial governments are committed to making sure Canadians
are employed. And since car-manufacturing jobs
are among the best-paid and most secure, our
governments subsidize that industry to the tune
of billions of dollars. They have a stake in the sale
of new vehicles. It’s portrayed as economic stability.
And there are other economic considerations
affecting the automobile industry. Studies show
that a significant portion of Canadians cannot
really afford their cars. They need them to get to
work, but cars can be a significant financial burden,
especially at a time when personal debt is hitting
alarming levels. It seems as though a lot of
Canadians have resigned themselves to a life of
car payments, even though a commitment to maintaining their vehicles would save them thousands
of dollars over the life of the vehicle. This is still
the case even with the larger repair bills that inevitably come with an older vehicle.
And lastly there are the environmental considerations. Some people are of the opinion that older
cars pollute more than newer cars do. That might
be true, when you compare the emissions of a new
car with those of an aging car. But what you’re not
taking into consideration, when you do that, is the
September 2015
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environmental cost of producing a new
vehicle. On average driving a car for
five extra years, for a total of 10 years,
requires roughly half the carbon
footprint of manufacturing a new car.
Don’t get me wrong. We need some
new cars. But if we commit to making
cars last longer and manufacturing
fewer new ones, we’d save consumers
a lot of money, create thousands of new
high paying jobs in the auto repair
sector, and contribute to a cleaner
environment.
So given all this, you can see there
are a lot of factors influencing vehicle
ownership these days. We need to
reevaluate the best way for an auto
repair shop to serve its customers.
In order to educate our clientele
about how to maintain their cars
properly, and why that will save them
money in the long run, we need to take
a very different approach than we have
in the past. We need to slow things
down, develop stronger relationships
with our clients, and be more thorough
in our inspection processes.
Unfortunately, some of the latest
trends in automotive service are going
in the opposite direction.
In the last 12 to 18 months, I’ve heard
a lot of talk about the need for faster
service and shorter appointments. Some
shop owners are worried that consumers
need to be served immediately or they’ll
take their business elsewhere.
Convenience is the new watchword.
There are a growing number of fast-lube
lanes, quickie tire shops, and drive-indrive out shops where you can get brakes
done while you wait. I recently read about
a fancy new machine that combines a
drive-through brake and alignment
check with an oil and filter change and
automatic car wash, all in less than 30
minutes! There are frequent suggestions
that we need to open our bays seven days
a week, and for longer hours, in order to
offer better customer service.

I think this is all wrong. We are
professionals in a service industry, not
retailers selling fast food.
Consumers seem to want “instant”
everything these days, but I also know
there are a lot of car owners looking for

We need to slow
things down, develop
stronger relationships
with our clients, and be
more thorough in our
inspection processes.
Unfortunately, some
of the latest trends in
automotive service are
going in the opposite
direction.
a shop that will properly look after the
second-most expensive item they own.
I think the best way to differentiate
yourself as an automotive shop is to
set a clear intention to be expert
advisors on personal transportation.
The average consumer knows very
little about what makes their cars work.
This is not surprising. A mid-range 2014
vehicle runs on over 100 million lines of
software code. Facebook worldwide
operates on just 62 million. Car owners
don’t have to understand how to fix their
cars. That’s our job. What they need to
know is how to get the most out of them.
Let’s make it our job to educate
our clients.
Your goal should be to provide the
skills and expertise that allow your
customers to continue to enjoy a
vehicle that is safe, reliable, and
economical. Your conversations should
not be about the speed of an oil change,
or the price of a brake job. Your conver-

sations should be about value.
The best shops have already moved
toward this business model, building
their businesses on four key
principles.
1. Listen carefully to customer
concerns regarding the performance
and condition of their vehicles, and
document them diligently.
2. Perform thorough inspections to
evaluate the current state of the vehicle.
3. Review the list of services that are
recommended by the vehicle
manufacturer.
4. Review the vehicle’s history for
service that has been completed, and
service that has been deferred.
The ultimate goal is to prevent
surprises and help people to properly
plan and budget for vehicle maintenance and repairs.
We’re in a unique position to ensure
Canadians have safe, reliable, comfortable, and economical vehicles.
But that requires us to alter our
business models. We need to schedule
our customers in so we have more time
to spend with them. They will also need
to leave their vehicles with us for the day
so that our professional technicians can
properly perform inspections, repairs,
and services. And we need to document
everything thoroughly so we can make
sure the vehicle never ends up broken
down at the side of the highway.
We can make a huge difference in
peoples lives… but we have to act in
their best interest. For some shops that
will be new territory.
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Murray Voth is a
consultant and trainer
with Total Automotive
Consulting & Training
Inc. in Edmonton, Alta.,
which runs the ProShop
program across Canada. He can be
reached at
murrayvoth@proshopmanager.ca
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Providing unsurpassed stopping power, Element3™
with Enhanced Hybrid Technology (EHT™) offers the best attributes of ceramic
and semi-metallic all in one pad. Engineered for maximum control in all conditions and formulated
for long life, less noise and reduced dust, Element3™ delivers endurance and exceptional braking.
You will feel the difference.
For domestic and import applications with late model coverage.

...Feel the Difference

©2015 Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. EHT and ELEMENT3 are among the trademarks of Brake Parts Inc LLC. RAYBESTOS, THE BEST IN BRAKES and the
Raybestos Safety Shield & Design are among the registered trademarks and trademarks of BPI Holdings International, Inc. The LeafMark is a trademark of The Motor and
Equipment Manufacturers Association.
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What I’ve Learned
Kevin Suttorp, owner of
Elec-Tech in Winnipeg.

Running lean

Kevin Suttorp of Elec-Tech Automotive Repair proves that small
shops are still relevant if they’re well equipped and well trained.
By Allan Janssen

Kevin Suttorp, owner of Elec-Tech
Automotive Repair in Winnipeg,
doesn’t have a lot of room in his
south-end shop.
It used to be a fast-lube shop,
complete with oil pit and drive-through
design. With just two bays, it can barely
hold all the equipment he needs to
effect modern repairs.
That’s OK, though, because more and
more of the work he does takes place
outside of the shop.
He has launched a mobile service
which is popular among Winnipeg
shops that don’t have the training, time,
staff, or equipment to handle latemodel reprogramming.

That’s what he excels at, and why he
put the word “tech” in the shop’s name.
He’s been investing in tools since he
started the business nearly 15 years ago.
And as technology continues to advance
at breakneck speeds, his equipment and
his growing knowledge of automotive
diagnostics have made him the go-to
guy for shops facing a difficult job.
“We get so many calls from other
shops. Whether it’s to replace a PCM,
or tackle a security-related issue, or
program a module, they don’t want to
take it to the dealer, so I help them out,”
he says.
He has found that independent shops
don’t want to take anything to dealerships, which they consider to be a direct
competitor with the built-in advantage
of only having to work on one type of
vehicle.
Even though the mobile work is
plentiful and profitable, he finds that
he still needs a bricks-and-mortar site.
“You need a home base. It’s a
necessity, particularly when the vehicle
refuses to get repaired,” he explains.
“When you’ve programmed it and it
still won’t start – maybe it’s got a
network code or a short-to-ground
code – you can say, ‘Look, let’s just bring
it to my shop. I’ll look at it there, where
all my equipment is.’”
All of his equipment? That’s quite an
inventory! He can’t even put a dollar
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Tested.
Proven.
Validated.
Fel-Pro® PermaTorque® MLS head
sets provide the seal you can trust
for Subaru 2.5L and 3.0L engines.

Kevin does an in-cylinder running compression test (pressure transducer test) on
a 2002 Ford Mustang.

value on it. Kevin owns more electronic
tools than most shops four times the
size of his.
In addition to a wide assortment of
factory and aftermarket tools, he has
nine different high-end laptops with
multiple hard-drives that he can slide
in and out.
Being so dependent on his tools, he’s
made sure that his shop is properly
insured and he’s got alarms in place.
He’s also invested in cameras that allow
him to monitor his shop remotely. In
fact, when he was on vacation in India,
recently, he helped diagnose a vehicle
from his hotel room, and even ordered
a pizza for his technician, partly for the
joy of watching it arrive.
As critical as the tools are, however,
they’d be useless without training.
“If you don’t keep up with your
training, you get behind the eight ball
real fast,” says Kevin. “In this day and
age, you need all the information you
can get.”
That’s why, after he’s put his kids to
bed, he’ll often spend a few hours
researching automotive technology at
sites like iATN, scouring the forums to
deepen his knowledge.
He’s so committed to training, in fact,
that he asked to be included in a

meeting of the North American Council
of Automotive Teachers when they
were in town in 2011. Even though he’s
not a trainer, he was allowed to participate as an “associate” member.
“It was fantastic sitting in on the
courses and learning so much in a
single week!” he says. “Training is one
thing that’s a necessity in this industry.
He’s brought his passion for training
to Auto Value where he sits as a member
of its Certified Service Council. He
recently did a presentation on scan
tools that was an eye opener for a lot
of shop owners, and he has helped
bring in high-level trainers.
For his own customers, the door rate
is $100 an hour. There’s no official diagnostic rate. He’ll quote the job based
on the description of the problem.
“If they’re describing two things that
aren’t related, you know it’s going to be
tricky to find the source of the problem,”
he explains. “The diagnostic rate is then
calculated, the customer is informed,
and a decision is made whether to
proceed or not. I charge what I think
is fair. It’s not uncommon to see vehicles
that have been to other repair facilities
with no solution to the problem.”
Similarly, charging other shops
depends on a number of factors,

PermaTorque® MLS
head gasket benefits:
Proprietary blue coating seals surface
finishes up to 60 Ra.
LaserWeld™ Stopper Layer precisely
controls compression of multiple layers
of full-hard stainless steel.
LaserWeld™ Stopper Layer eliminates
combustion sealing concerns, even on
challenging turbocharged applications.
Precisely engineered sealing beads
seal coolant and oil passages.

Set includes all other gaskets
needed to complete the job and
create a 100% leak-proof seal.

©2015 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. Fel-Pro,
PermaTorque and LaserWeld are trademarks owned by
Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of its subsidiaries,
in one or more countries. All other trademarks shown are the
property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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Kevin has nine laptops, including a Toughbook CF19 with
multiple hard drives that slide in and out.

Visit us at AAPEX, Nov 3-5,
in Las Vegas, NV, Booth 33021
LIQUI MOLY offers manufacturer approved
motor oils for every car.
Since 1957, demanding car owners in Germany have used and trusted LIQUI MOLY.
Our company offers the highest quality motor
oils and
additives for gasoline and diesel engines.

Isn‘t it time YOU discover LIQUI MOLY?

Available at:

www.liqui-moly.us

including what’s being done, what kind of equipment it
involves, and how far he’s had to travel. The demand for his
services from other shops tells him that a lot of technicians
are still a little intimidated by high-end diagnostics.
“Between lack of knowledge and lack of equipment, there
are plenty of shops that need the services of a mobile tech,”
he says. “You visit some shops and you have to wonder how
they’re even staying open!”
Some shops don’t even have a proper Internet connection,
something he says is critical to modern automotive repair
work.
“Shops need to understand that high-speed Internet is a
business requirement these days,” he says.
Because he can’t always count on a connection where he’s
going, he brings his own Internet hub with him on every call.
It’s a wireless router with LT connection speeds that can
connect up to 10 computers. Without that, much of his
equipment would be useless on a mobile job.
For a while he had ambitions to find a bigger facility so he
could grow the shop… but that goes away when he considers
the freedom that his current situation offers.
“I’m content where I’m at. I enjoy the mobile stuff. With
this size of my shop, I can spend time on the road and still
manage to take care of things here. If I had a bigger shop, I
wouldn’t be able to do as much mobile stuff, because I
wouldn’t be able to leave the shop unsupervised for long
periods of time. It would be tougher. I’d have to hire more
guys, and hire someone to run the business too, or be out
front. I want to be sure that I’m involved in all aspects related
to my business so I can ensure the quality of workmanship
at all times.”
So for now, he’s very happy in the niche he’s carved out for
himself in the auto repair world.
“I’m a firm believer that in order for work not to be a
four-letter word, you have to enjoy what you do,” Kevin
says. “The automotive industry is my passion and I enjoy
helping others.”
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REPAIRLINK SHOP IS
COMING TO CANADA…
YOUR COMPLETE
ONLINE OE PARTS
ORDERING SOLUTION
SM

OEC® provides RepairLink Shop– your 24/7 online
connection to ordering original equipment mechanical
parts from preferred dealership suppliers.
You can increase order accuracy with parts specification
information at your fingertips and save time by reducing
the back-and-forth communication between dealerships
and parts personnel, all at no cost to your repair shop!

Coming Soon

Please visit www.RepairLinkShop.ca today to:
•
Learn about the market`s most
comprehensive OE part fulfillment solution
•
Check out what other shops are saying
•
Register for one of our free webinars
(with LIVE Q&A)
•
Product updates & promotions
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An aftermarket line so premium,
you can only call it Elite®.
For aftermarket parts that live up to a higher standard, depend on
Continental Elite. Our full line of automotive and heavy-duty products
delivers proven results every time, without exception.
Elite Engineering
Driven by more than a century of groundbreaking
research and proven track-to-street technology.
Elite Fit
Products meet or exceed OE standards, with
expanded coverage for all makes and models.
Elite Performance
Best-in-class
reliability and
durability for 100%
customer satisfaction.

The content of this publication is not legally binding and is provided as information only. The trademarks displayed in this publication are the property of
Continental AG and/or its affiliates. Copyright © 2015 ContiTech AG. All rights reserved. For complete information go to: www.contitech.de/discl_en
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The
message

Ford, GM, Volkswagen,
and other vehicle manufacturers are already using SENT,
which falls under SAE protocol J2416
(covering high-speed, unidirectional, single wire digital
communications), and many others are queuing up to
use it.
Bernie Porter, manager of calibration and controls
for Mahle Powertrain, described the technology to
techs and shop owners at the recent Congress of
Serial Edge Nibble Transmission
Automotive Repair and Service (CARS) in Detroit.
He said one of the biggest advantages of SENT is that
offers cost savings, greater reliability,
wires
and pin connections that aren’t working properly
and easier diagnostics.
will actually report themselves, so you know exactly
By Allan Janssen
which ones to replace.
“It has cost advantages for the OE. That’s what’s
Finding intermittent faults is a time killer – probably
driving it. And it has reliability advantages which also
one of the most difficult things to contend with in a
helps the OE,” he said. “But most importantly, from
modern vehicle repair.
your perspective, it gives you guys in service some
The problem, of course, is the fault doesn’t
advantages because it means you’ll
‘SENT gives you
always present itself. The conditions
have a better chance of diaghave to be exactly right when
nosing those annoying little
guys some advantages
you’re looking at it, otherwise
intermittent faults.”
because it means you’ll have a
you’re likely to miss it.
The “nibble” in the name
Well, a new signal transmis- better chance of diagnosing those refers to the communicasion technology will make it a
tion of up to four points of
annoying little intermittent
lot easier to find those pesky
data. (It follows the edible
intermittent faults.
theme of such technology defifaults.’
It’s called SENT – Serial Edge Nibble
nitions as crumbs, bits, and bytes.)
Transmission – and it will soon start making its
“Previously all the sensors you’ve been
appearance at aftermarket shops as vehicles that employ
dealing with have been analog,” Porter said. “This is a
this innovative technology start coming off warranty.
digital communications protocol. It is extremely robust,

SENT

has been
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Primary data is typically transmitted in the fast channel with the option to simultaneously send secondary data in the slow channel. Above, an example of fast-channel
transmission, with two 12-bit data words transmitted in each message frame. Many
others are possible, such as a 16-bit word for signal 1 and an 8-bit word for signal 2.

and extremely reliable.”
It detects and reports communications issues, as well as sensor issues,
and can identify if there’s a faulty sensor
component. With two high-speed
channels, and multiple slow channels,
it can be used for a wide variety of data,
including calibration. It also features
a cyclical redundancy check, which can
detect anomalies within the message.
“SENT could communicate what the
minimum and maximum values of a

particular sensor are going to be, as
well as part numbers and serial
numbers,” he said. “To my knowledge,
no OEM has implemented part number
and serial number checking through
the engine management system… but
that’s not to say they won’t. That’s quite
important [to service technicians]
because if they do check part number
and you’ve put an aftermarket part in,
what’s the chance they are going to
match? What are we going to do about

REGISTER NOW!
LinderTech
2015

Lindertech Automotive
Technical Training Conference
October 23 - 24, 2015

Hilton Garden Inn 1870 Matheson Blvd.
Mississauga (Greater Toronto Area)

Friday October 23

8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Instructor: Donny Seyfer
The 9 Circles of Success using LEAN
Morning: Understanding how LEAN can help you
work smarter not harder
Afternoon: Implementing LEAN to improve your
bottom line

Saturday October 24

8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Instructor: Scot Manna will be teaching
two of the following 3 courses.)
• Advanced Diagnostic Case Studies
• Air\Fuel Sensor Diagnostics
• Chrysler\Fiat Multi-Air Engine
For more information and to register call:
Leah Cochrane 416 236-1763
Email: headoffice@cochraneauto.ca

that? We don’t have to worry about that
yet. But some day we may have to.”
The driving force behind SENT is not
only its reliability, but its implicit cost
savings.
“Somebody once told me it cost $0.40
for wire and $0.14 for pins. So that gives
us $0.54 or thereabouts for each wire
that you have to get data across,” he
said. “So anything that can be done to
get a wire out of the system gives the
OE a chance to save some money and
gives service a win because it means it
is going to be more reliable. If I can get
two pieces of information down one
wire, I only have one wire that I have
to worry about a failure for.”
The transmission of data is based on
the edge timings. There’s a calibration
pulse that comes first. The width of each
pulse communicates the data, and
message timing requirements verify the
system is communicating effectively.
“If we don’t see a message within a
specific time frame, then the system
will recognize the fact that it has
missed the message,” he said. “If we’ve
got no communication, it will raise a
U code.”
In fact, you might see three U codes,
all measuring different sensor
parameters.
“That doesn’t mean three components have gone wrong,” Porter
cautioned. “That means you’ve got one
sensor that has given you three questionable readings.”
The system will also trigger P codes.
“This kind of technology will be very
welcome in some shops. I’m sure it
would save you many hours chasing a
difficult problem!” Porter said.
“If you’re not already seeing it, you
will. It is increasingly common on new
programs. Certainly by next year, in the
2017 model year, a large number of
vehicles will be using this technology
and they will be hitting your shops soon.”
Porter was one of the presenters at
the Technology & Telematics Forum.
Other presentations covered “the
connected car,” advances in driver
assistance programs, and the latest
automotive apps.
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You’ll be glad you chose TRICO.

®

now.
TRICO® wipers perform when your
customers need them most.
Here’s what makes our wiper products profitable for you:
• Quality: Providing maximum driving visibility for your customers.
• Efficiency: Every blade is designed to go on easily,
saving you time.
• Comprehensive Line: More styles and sizes, including basic
conventional, premium beam, factory replacement, universal fit
and specialty blades.
• Technology: Our unparalleled R&D facilities allow us to provide
innovative solutions that lead the global marketplace.

tricoproducts.com
DUPONT™ and TEFLON® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
and are used under license by Trico Products Corporation and its affiliates.
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SAVE TIME ON

EVERY
CAR,
EVERY
DAY.

IF YOU ONLY KNOW IDENTIFIX AS A SOLUTION FOR
HEAD-SCRATCHERS, IT’S TIME TO TAKE ANOTHER LOOK.
Identifix isn’t just for hard-to-fix vehicle issues. More than our proven,
short-cut tests and confirmed fixes, our online tool Direct-Hit® gives you
genuine OEM service & repair information to finish the job fast, factory
scheduled maintenance plans for more revenue, and reliable parts & labor
estimating. You even get quick access to routine service information for
the “gravy” work. So you can save time on every car, every day.
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You get it all with NO CONTRACTS or set-up fees, and FREE unlimited
training for your staff!
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Want to save diagnostic time – even on intermittent issues?
Need quick access to OEM repair and routine service information?
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Automatic wiper systems are a surprisingly complex
technology that accomplish a deceptively simple task.

Getting out

rain

of
the

By Jeff Taylor

Another piece of the puzzle
or two before the windis falling into place for the
shield is clear once again.
companies working feverIt’s this dangerous
ishly to develop reliable and
situation that many manutruly safe self-driving
facturers have been trying
vehicles… and I’d bet this
to solve. They’d like to take
particular technological
control of the wiper system
milestone went unnoticed by The viewing window and away from the driver.
isolation tape are visible
most technicians.
There’s simply no need to
I’m not talking about on this GM rain sensor.
wait for the human brain
active or adaptive cruise
to detect water or snow or
control, automatic braking systems,
ice on the windshield so that a human
climate control, lane departure, or any
hand can turn the wipers on. That takes
of the other most obvious engineering
too much time.
advances. I’m talking about automatic
With modern technology, sensors
windshield wiper systems.
can detect the problem of moisture on
Imagine you’re driving
the windscreen long before we can, and
along a road when a
react far faster.
passing truck hits a huge
This isn’t exactly new. GM’s Cadillac
puddle and splashes your
division developed and played with that
windshield, leaving you
idea back in the 1950s but they didn’t
momentarily blinded. You
put it into mainstream production until
instinctively reach for the
1996. The system was crude back then
wiper switch but there’s
but its purpose was to detect that the
Rain sensor data from a BMW.
an uncomfortable second
windshield was wet and turn on the
September 2015
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The AUTO setting on the wiper switch
stalk of a 2009 Mazda.

wipers and even adjust the speed of
them in relation to the speed of the
vehicle.
Things have changed an awful lot
since the 1950s. Electronic systems
have taken over. Just about every
manufacturer now has some form of
automatic rain sensing windshield
wiper system on their vehicles. It may
just be on their higher-end models
right now, but eventually this type of
technology will be on every model.
Let’s have a look at the way some of
the manufacturers are doing it, and
consider some diagnostic strategies.

systems, this light was reflected off a
lens that was attached to the back of
the windshield or embedded inside
the windshield. Second generation
systems eliminated the lens and
simply bounced the UV light off the
outside layer of windshield glass.
In either case, a photodiode
measures how much UV light is
reflected back to it. On a dry windshield, that will be almost all of it. If
there is any moisture on the windshield, however, some of the UV light
will be reflected in other directions
and will not picked up by the
photodiode.
Data from the diode is captured by
a small microprocessor. Less UV light
on the photodiode means more water
or moisture on the windshield. It’s
this information that determines how
fast and how often the wipers are
going to operate in order to clean the
windshield.
The switch that controls the
automatic wiper control operates

With modern technology, sensors can detect
moisture on the windscreen long before
we can, and react far faster.
The detection of moisture on the
windshield is the job of a rain sensor,
usually mounted near the rear-view
mirror assembly so it doesn’t impede
the driver’s vision.
The sensor has relatively few parts
but they’re complex. Inside the sensor
housing is a light-emitting diode
(LED) that sends out a pulse of ultraviolet (UV) light approximately every
40 milliseconds. In the earliest

similarly in most models. It doesn’t
actually change the wiping intervals;
it adjusts the sensitivity of the LED
or photodiode. This allows some fine
tuning by the driver to account for
personal preferences.

Variations
Although the rain sensing is similar
on most vehicles, how the information is used to control the wipers is

Complex? The electronics inside
a rain sensor.

anything but standard. Are you ready
for some acronym soup?
The information from a rain sensor
on a Ford is sent out via the LIN (Local
Interconnect Network) line to the
SCCM (Steering Column Control
Module), which receives information
from the GWM (Gateway Module A)
on the HS2-CAN line, which receives
information from the PCM and BCM
and IPC from the HS-CAN1 and
HS3-CAN line.
Fiat-Chrysler also uses a number
of modules before the wipers are
activated by the TIPM (Totally
Integrated Power Module).
Toyota, on the other hand, sends
the rain sensor information directly
to the windshield wiper relay
assembly.
You can see that the way each
manufacturer uses the sensor information is different but there are
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similarities in what is done to control
the wipers. The main reason that all
these modules are involved is that so
many things have to be monitored to
give totally automatic wiper operation
and ensure optimum visibility for the
driver. For example, the wiper operation
will be affected by the speed of the

vehicle, so at some point that information is going to have to be shared and
combined with the information from
the rain sensor. Obviously, the switch
that the driver operates has to be in
the ‘automatic’ position.
How often and how fast the wipers
travel ultimately depends on the vehicle

manufacturer’s information and
control architecture. The speed of the
wiper arms during the wiping event
can even be variably controlled on
some models with independent direct
drive motors.
Every system is also going to have
some form of failsafe in the event that
the rain sensor fails or there’s a wiring
or communications issue. In most
cases, the wiper motor will revert to
low speed all the time or it could just
revert back to the regular intermittent
that we’re all used to. The Ford system
falls back to the basic intermittent
operation. In that mode the wiper
control knob or stalk will not adjust
the sensitivity of the rain sensors but
will adjust the intermittent timer
directly, as in manual mode. This is one
more reason that so many modules are
involved in the system.

Diagnostics

MUCH MORE THAN JUST
OEM INFORMATION -REAL FIXES THAT WORK FOR ME
ProDemand® delivers not only complete OEM repair
information and legendary color wiring diagrams, but
also Real Fixes based on millions of actual repair orders.
All this and so much more — right at your fingertips,
with a single lookup in ProDemand.

For more information:
Call us: 800-470-5936
Visit us: www.mitchell1.com
© 2015 Mitchell Repair Information Company, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Mitchell 1® is a registered trademark used herein under license.

You’re going to need a scan tool in most
cases to diagnose an automatic wiper
system, there are still fuses that can be
checked, but in most cases trouble
codes will need to be retrieved.
The output of the rain sensor can
often be tested. Most will have just
three or four wires. There will be a
battery voltage supply, a ground and
then either one or two communication
wires. You can scope the communications line and look for a square waved
information pattern, but a scan tool is
going to be your friend when diagnostics are necessary.
Watch for issues caused by cracked
windshield in the rain sensor area,
delaminating glass or a windshield
replacement that has been done poorly.
When replacing a failed or damaged
rain sensor you must follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for proper
operation. Most will require a new tape
or film area that isolates the sensor
from the rest of the windshield. Some
sensors can be reused but some can’t,
so watch for this as an issue.
VW uses a silicone back on their
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The AUTO wiper switch on a 2014
Ford Edge.

sensor that can be reused but it has to
be kept perfectly clean and when reinstalled on the windshield there can’t
be any bubbles or debris on the glass
side of the sensor when viewed through

the glass. Another VW note, if the
sensor is bad it will have to be recoded
so the VW’s BCM will recognize it.
If replacing a rain sensor on a Mazda,
you have to make sure the outside
windshield surface is perfectly clean,
as soon as the ignition is turned on, the
new sensor will be powered up and
start a calibration sequence. If the
windshield is dirty or wet, it won’t
calibrate properly and won’t function
properly.
Most techs have likely heard stories
about automatic wiper systems
engaging when the vehicle is in a car
wash, but as a rule most have not given
much thought to the way these systems
function or get repaired.
I’ve changed rain sensors and wiper
switches. I’ve also repaired their wiring.
The biggest issue that I’ve seen is with
the operator of the vehicle. Most drivers
don’t understand how these systems

work, and they don’t use them properly.
I have to remind them that it’s all
explained in their owner’s manual –
you know, that book in the glove
compartment that they never read!
If automatic wiper systems are
complex, it is only because the vehicle
manufacturers face a big challenge
keeping driver eyes on the road. They’re
trying to take as many of the distractions out of driving so the roads are
safer. They’ve come a long way in
making wiper systems function with
minimal input from drivers.
That trend will only continue.

Jeff Taylor is senior
technician at Eccles
Auto Service in Dundas,
Ontario.
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TPMS
opportunities
In a perfect world,
people would be
using an accurate
gauge to check
the pressure in
their tires on a
monthly basis. At
least that’s what
the Marylandbased
Ti r e
Industry Association recommends.
In the real world, however, people barely
look at their tires. And even if they did,
they’d find it very difficult to spot an overor under-inflated tire that way.
If they truly understood the value of
properly inflated tires, they wouldn’t leave
it to chance.
Tires naturally lose air, as much as 9 psi
over the course of a year. Under-inflation
is extremely dangerous in inclement
weather and emergency braking, and it
also reduces fuel economy, speeds tire
wear, and can lead to rapid tire failure.
Over-inflation leads to reduced vehicle
control, longer stopping distances, and,
again, early tire wear.
That, in a nutshell, is why vehicle manufacturers developed tire pressure monitoring systems.
They’ve been mandated on all U.S.-built

If you haven’t
done so already,
now’s the time
to get into the
TPMS service
and replacement
game.

vehicles since 2008 to curb the estimated
533 fatalities per year attributed to tire
defects in road accidents. Now, some seven
years later, TPMS service has officially
entered the aftermarket stream… and
there’s a flood of work heading your way
if you’re ready for it.
In addition to the millions of units that
fail each year due to corrosion at the valve
stem, more than 15 million sensors are
expected to fail in North America this year,
due to battery exhaustion. The lithium
batteries that power them were designed
to last between five and 10 years. They’re
integral to the system, and they aren’t
replaceable, so the entire sensor will need
to be swapped out.
There are a number of factors that
impact battery life, including environment,
driving time, and transmission cycle. The
number of times per minute that the
sensor reports tire pressure can vary
significantly. Obviously a sensor that
reports less frequently will last longer than
a sensor that reports more often. Generally
speaking, the battery is going to last
somewhere between 100,000 km and
150,000 km. Fair to say TPMS replacements
are set to boom, and the opportunity is
only going to increase in the coming years.
By 2019, 100 per cent of all vehicles on the
September 2015
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road will feature TPMS.
Service and replacement of this ubiquitous technology presents a lucrative
opportunity for repair shops that are
properly trained and equipped for the
work.

Servicing and cleaning
Like most automotive components,
regular TPMS inspection and maintenance can save the consumer considerable cost over the life of the vehicle.
The best times to examine, clean,
and replace TPMS parts is when
seasonal tires are being swapped in or
new tires are being installed.
Service kit parts should be replaced
whenever the tire bead is separated
from the wheel. This includes hex nut,
valve core, sealing plastic cap, rubber
grommet, and valve stems. (The exact
kit varies with the application.)
Corrosion is one of the biggest
threats to tire pressure monitoring. As
the various metals that comprise the
valve stem succumb to oxidation,
the integrity of the housing is
compromised. Once corrosion
takes hold, you need to replace
the full sensor. With delicate
cleaning and timely replacement
of housing components,
however, your customers can
avoid that cost.
Check for corrosion at all
visible spots and take action as
soon as you see it. Deterioration
of the stem or the hex nut and
the gasket or grommet at its base
could mean a loss of air pressure.
Ultimately the stem could break off
entirely.
Don’t reuse the hex nut. Some have
a bonding element that helps maintain
proper torque. If it’s scratched or
damaged, corrosion could occur
between the sensor, the wheel, and the
stem.
Any of the rubber sealing components
or grommets can deteriorate, producing
slow leaks that are difficult to locate.
Leaks will not be eliminated by tightening the nut more. The sealing
grommet is engineered to work at a

specific torque rating. Insufficient or
excessive torque on the grommet could
in itself cause a leak. And too much force
will almost certainly damage the nut
and stem or fracture the sensor body.
The grommet is designed to conform
to the mating surface of the rim. Once
it has been removed, it cannot be used
again.
Don’t overlook a lost valve cap. It
keeps road salt and debris out of the
area.

Replacement options
‘Indirect’ systems monitor tire pressure
through a complex calculation that
correlates wheel rotation with wheel
diameter. Since tire diameter is reduced
with the loss of air, it rotates faster. The
change is detected by the anti-lock
braking system’s wheel speed sensor.
The more common ‘direct’ system
relies on sensors embedded within the
tire to transmit pressure readings via
radio frequency signals to a TPMS

receiver. Under-inflation of 25% or
more will trigger a light on the dash.
There are a number of different
replacement options when it comes to
tire pressure sensors. You can go with
the OE version, or opt for multi-application aftermarket versions, or
universal sensors that can be
programmed to work on a range of
different vehicles.
Multi-application and universals are
popular because of the inventory
solution they provide.
Whatever route you take, however,
you’re going to need the right tools to

tackle the job, including the ability to
read the wheel sensor I.D., program the
car’s ECU, activate and read back the
data from each sensor, know the low
frequency wakeup patterns, access
vehicle look-up tables, diagnose faults,
activate new sensors, turn off the TPMS
warning light, and update with new
software as necessary.
A wide variety of tools are available,
with a wide variety of capabilities,
including the ability to verify communication between the fob and the
vehicle, test key fob functions, and
apply quick sensor relearns.

Market clarity
Canadian shops have taken a number
of different approaches to TPMS
service and replacement, especially in
the earliest years of the technology.
Most notably, some have balked at
putting sensors in winter tires. There
was a time when doing so meant
almost doubling the cost of winter
tires. Some shops took the
position that it wasn’t worth
antagonizing customers when
their vehicles would wear the
technology for only a portion
of the year. They feared that
consumers would resent the
price escalation and defer the
work entirely.
Others took the more enlightened position that since TPMS
is a safety technology, it would
be unethical to disable or
remove it from the vehicle, even
for just the winter months.
Those debates are less frequent these
days, as consumer awareness of TPMS
has gone up and the cost of sensors
have gone way down.
The Tire Industry Association
suggests TPMS is only second to seat
belts as the most important safety
feature on a vehicle. If market predictions are correct, an increasing
number of consumers will be looking
for TPMS service and replacement.
Investing in the training and tools
to do the job will pay dividends as the
market continues to grow.
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BAYWATCH
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LED driving light
Hella has introduced the newest
addition to its Rallye 4000 Series – the
HELLA Rallye 4000 X LED Driving
Light. This compact lamp uses a double
reflector and high-power performance
LEDs, and uses only 40W of power to
create an even beam pattern and longrange road illumination. Particularly
suited to four-wheel and off-road activities, it will last for over 15,000 hours.
www.hella.com

Disconnect control units

MAF sensors

American Axle &
Manufacturing
(AAM) has
announced the
availability of an
authentic OE
disconnect control
unit for the 7.25” front axle 2002-2009
Chevy Trailblazer and GMC Envoy SUVs.
It’s available in two versions, one with
the actuator (AAM part #74080002A)
and one without (AAM part #74080002B).
Kits contains the return spring, shifter
fork, tube bolt, thrust washer, shifter
sleeve, I/O shaft assembly, shifter
housing, differential carrier thrust
washer, differential shifter seal, carrier
connector, differential shifter spring, and
differential thrust washer.
www.aam.com

Delphi Product &
Service Solutions
has released six new
mass airflow sensors
(MAF) covering more than
338,000 vehicles built from 1994
to 2004. The part numbers include:
AF10077, AF10196, AF10225, AF10229,
AF10236 and AF10237. Delphi MAF
sensors are brand-new, never remanufactured, and are engineer to the
same stringent standards as OE parts.
Sensors are calibrated to match the OE
part and feature resistors and circuit
board technology unique to Delphi.
www.delphi.com/am

Reman parts
Cardone
has
released 17 new
r e m a n
numbers and
34 new Cardone
Select part numbers.
Included in the new numbers are Part
number 19B-7134NM brake calipers
(pictured) for 2012-14 Mercedes GL63
AMG, ML63 AMG; power steering
reservoirs (Part Number 3R-102) for
2002-12 Toyota Avalon, Camry, Solara/
Lexus 300, 330, 350; and power
steering reservoirs (Part number
3R-701) for 2005-10 Dodge Challenger,
Charger, Magnum/Chrysler 300.
www.cardone.com

Wheel balancer
Snap-on has released its
new Motorized Wheel
Balancer with
Raised Display
(EEWB332A). It comes
equipped with a sonar
sensor that eliminates
the manual measurement of the
rim width, allowing for increased
throughput time. The EEWB332A also
features motorized operation with both
static and dynamic balancing modes;
five ALU modes to place weights in the
proper location on multiple wheel
configurations; and two ALU-S modes
for exact weight placement when using
tape weights. It also has a hidden spoke
mode to split weight placement behind
the rim spokes, which is most important
with higher end luxury wheels.
www.snapon.com/shoptools
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Wrench
Ken-Tool has unveiled a
unique, patented 8-in-1
Wrench, in SAE and
metric
v e r si o n s ,
designed for the
professional
mechanic, DIYer, and
auto enthusiast. The
company says it delivers strength,
versatility, and convenience in a 7-1/2
in. (19 cm), 12 oz. (0.3 kg) slim profile
tool. It is fabricated from cold forged,
high-strength vanadium steel alloy, and
features a “Slide-Twist-Slide” design to
quickly change wrench sizes.
www.kentool.com

Braking grinder
Milwaukee Tool has introduced what
it is calling the world’s first cordless
braking grinder solution, the M18
FUEL Braking Grinder, which stops in
under two seconds. It features the
same metal housing and gearing
system found in Milwaukee’s corded
grinders. It is also a tool-free product,
with all adjustments able to be made
without a wrench.
www.milwaukeetool.com/
system/m18-fuel

Engine parts
Mahle Aftermarket Inc. has introduced 88 new part numbers for a range
of light vehicle and heavy duty applications. They include various types of
pistons, piston rings, filters, thermostats, valve guides, intake and exhaust
manifold gasket sets, connecting rod
bearing sets, main bearing sets, insert
thermostats, valve cover gaskets,
turbochargers, O-ring kits, intake and
exhaust valve guides, camshaft
circular gaskets, air filters, oil pan
gaskets, and thrust washer set
bearings.
www.mahle-aftermarket.com

Automatic
transmission fluid
Total Canada has launched four
next-generation lubricants for
automatic transmissions. Total
Fluidmatic MV is a high-performance
multivehicle synthetic lubricant for
four- and five-speed automatic transmissions. Total Fluidmatic MVLV is a
low-viscosity multivehicle synthetic
lubricant for six- to eight-speed
automatic transmissions. Total
Fluidmatic CVT is a synthetic for all
continuously variable transmissions.
And Total Fluidmatic DCT is a synthetic
for automatic dual-clutch transmissions covering 95% of all dual wet
clutches.
www.total.com/en

Jaguar engine sealing
The Fel-Pro Gaskets brand has introduced what it describes as first-to-market
complete engine sealing coverage for
tens of thousands of 2002-2005 Jaguar
2.5L DOHC V6 engines (VIN D) registered
in North America. The Ford Duratecbased Jaguar 2.5L V6 engine was installed
in more than 45,000 2002-2005 Jaguar
X-Type sedans. According to Fel-Pro, the
aluminum engine – producing 192 horsepower and 178 foot-pounds of torque – is
ideally suited to the latest Fel-Pro sealing
technologies, including PermaTorque
MLS head gaskets, which provide the
robust seal needed to contain peak
combustion pressures and temperatures
and withstand significant casting motion.
www.felpro-only.com
September 2015
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What’s in it for you?

Canadian Automotive Service Information
Standard (CASIS) – why access to vehicle
repair information is important for you

If you are working on late model vehicles, considering purchasing
a factory scan tool, updating (flashing) an Engine Control Module
(ECM), looking for codes because you have just replaced the
immobilizer on a vehicle or looking for service information that is
not yet available through Mitchell 1 or ALLDATA, then you will be
using services and information made possible by CASIS.
What exactly is the CASIS agreement?
CASIS is a voluntary agreement between the vehicle manufacturers
and the automotive aftermarket industry in Canada. The agreement
ensures that any shop that wants to make the investment in service
and repair information, training information, tooling and equipment
information for any make of vehicle it may wish to service, is able
to do so. As a result, consumers maintain their ability to choose
where they want their vehicles serviced, either the OE network or
an independent garage, knowing they can receive the same level of
service.
The agreement was implemented in 2010 and complete details
can be found at http://www.natacanada.ca/casis.html . Since
then, phase two of the agreement, covering vehicle security
information access has also been made available. The Vehicle
Security Professional (VSP) program is a data exchange system
designed to allow the repair community, insurance companies,
and law enforcement the ability to gain access to security sensitive
information related to vehicles (i.e. key codes, PIN numbers,
immobilizer reset information and similar types of information).
More information on the VSP program is available at
http://vehiclesecurityprofessional.ca/
Prior to the signing of the CASIS agreement, some vehicle
manufacturers did provide access to service and repair information
and tools while others did not. Simply put, there was no common
standard for information made available by OEMs.

CARS-September2015.indd 42

To demonstrate the importance of the information made accessible
by the CASIS agreement, consider the following situation. You are
working on a 2014 vehicle that is out of warranty or has been in a
collision and the vehicle warranty does not apply. You need a wiring
diagram for the front headlight circuit. You go to your information
source, Mitchell 1, Alldata, Shopkey, etc., only to find that they have
no coverage for a vehicle this new. Before CASIS, the only source
of information would be the authorized OEM dealership, but today
you can purchase a short term subscription directly from the vehicle
manufacturer and have instant access to the repair information
needed so you can then diagnose and repair the vehicle as required.
The success of the CASIS agreement was brought by many
organizations including the Automotive Industries Association (AIA)
of Canada and many of the regional and provincial aftermarket
associations in Canada represented by the National Automotive
Trades Association (NATA) that worked together with the vehicle
manufacturers’ representatives to make this a reality.
While there are a few remaining challenges like helping the
industry fully understand the benefits of using the service and
repair information made available through CASIS, the signing of this
agreement represents a cornerstone for the independent shops and
their ability to fix any vehicle on a level playing field to the same
extent as the OEM dealer networks.
Automotive Industries
Association of Canada
180 Elgin Street, Suite 1400
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 2K3
Telephone: (800) 808-2920
Fax: (613) 728-6021
www.aiacanada.com
facebook.com/aiaofcanada
Twitter @aiaofcanada
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BAYWATCH
BA
Ratcheting wrenches

Wheel and tire guide

GearWrench has released
11 new open stock combination ratcheting
wrenches to its line of
120XP Universal Spline
XL Ratcheting Wrenches.
They have double-stacked pawls that
deliver 120 positions and a three-degree
swing arc. They also have a narrow
ratchet-end width and thickness,
allowing technicians to reach fasteners
in tight clearance situations. They also
feature a beam design that’s longer for
greater reach in confined areas.
www.gearwrench.com

The Wheel and Tire
Council (WTC) of the
Specialty Equipment
Manufacturers
Association (SEMA)
has released a new
Ride Guide. The easyto-use manual includes technical test
data on the effects of plus sizing wheels
for select vehicles. The guide is designed
to equip sales staff with data-supported
comparisons to assist consumers in
understanding how plus sizing will
affect the ride and handling of their
vehicle.
www.sema.org

Tongue-and-groove pliers
GearWrench has
unveiled a new Push
Button Tongue &
Groove Pliers with an
easily adjustable
multiple-position
jaw that provides increased flexibility
and versatility. According to the
company, the V-shaped jaw, paired with
the induction-hardened, angled teeth,
grip flat, curved, square or hexagonal
objects with ease. The longer jaw and
thinner head of the new Push Button
Tongue & Groove Pliers are designed to
increase access in tight spaces.
www.GearWrench.com

Windshield washer solution
Kafko International says its
new Clear Vision
concentrated windshield wash solution
features unique
plant–byproduct chemistry
making it the first windshield wash to
be free of petrochemicals. The fourounce bottle makes one gallon of
solution that is biodegradable,
non-toxic, non-corrosive and contains
no methanol. It can also be used in
freezing temperature by adding one
quart of denatured or rubbing alcohol.
Clear Vision is formulated to easily clean
bugs, tree sap, traffic film and road
grime to leave glass crystal clear.

www.oileater.com

Fuel pumps
Carter Fuel Systems has introduced 47
new part numbers, offering extended
coverage for over 21 million additional
passenger vehicles. The new part
numbers include 40 fuel pump module
assemblies, a hanger assembly, three
direct-injection mechanical fuel
pumps, an electric fuel pump, a new
pump kit and one fuel pump sender
assembly. They’re available for such
vehicles as Chevy Cobalt, Chevy
Silverado, GMC Sierra, Honda CRV,
Honda Civic, Chrysler 200, Chrysler
Town and Country, Ford F-150, Ford
F250, Ford Edge, Dodge Durango, and
Jeep Grand Cherokee.
www.carterfuelsystems.com

Features:
• Post-cured process allows
for longer pad life
• Positive Mold
Manufacturing Process
• Stainless steel hardware
where applicable
• Wolverine shims help
eliminate vibration
• OE matched, slotted
and chamfered
• Excellent stopping power
and outstanding heat transfer
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Vehicle electronics
Wells Vehicle Electronics has released
more than 100 new part numbers,
fitting multiple emissions and fuel
injection systems covering more than
65 million vehicles in operation. The
109 new Wells and Airtex part numbers
include 84 switches, 11 emissions-related parts, seven sensors and seven
other vehicle electronics parts.
www.WellsVE.com

Precision Brand
Precision Engineering
Precision Performance

®

www.autopartsdepot.ca
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Axis ratchets
Mac Tools has launched a line of Axis
ratchets designed to allow better access

Brake pads
The Wagner Brake
brand from FederalMogul Motorparts
has expanded its
replacement brake pad coverage
with the addition of several new
premium pad sets available for more
than 1.1 million late-model vehicles,
including 2015 Ford Transit vans and

in confined workspaces. The new line
features a compact pear head design
and a 4-degree arc swing. It also has a
newly designed ergonomic handle. The
90 tooth gear that rotates around a dual
hub axis is said to transfer a large
portion of the force applied to the body
of the ratchet. The Axis ratchets
provide a wide selection with solid and
flex versions of the 1/4”, 3/8” and 1/2”
drive sizes.

www.mactools.com

2014-2015 Dodge Charger Pursuit
police vehicles. The new Wagner
ThermoQuiet CeramicNXT pads
feature one of the brand’s OE21
low-copper friction formulations.
Wagner also has introduced two
SevereDuty semi-metallic disc pad sets
for 2014-2015 Dodge Charger Pursuit
police vehicles.
www.WagnerBrake.com

HVAC motors
Continental Commercial Vehicles &
Aftermarket has substantially expanded
its line of world-class VDO HVAC motors
with exclusive offerings for blower
motors and blower wheels. The new
additions feature the latest HVAC motor
models available for popular applications, many of which are first-to-aftermarket introductions. Notable application coverage includes 2011 - 2014 Toyota
Sienna/Sequoia, 2014 - 2015 Cadillac
ATS/CTS and 2012 - 2015 Nissan Versa,
as well as many other vehicle makes.
www.vdo.com/usa

L E G EN D A R Y
SALES EVENT

BUY 4 FOR
THE PRICE
OF 3

Legendary Performance. Legendary Savings.
From September 1 – October 31, when consumers buy four qualifying Gabriel® products they can receive
a mail-in rebate for the price of one unit. Maximum rebate amount of $125. See rebate form for details.

www.gabriel.com
©2015 Ride Control LLC
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Basil winced. “Why don’t we do a little testing first, at a
location that’s easier to access.”
He went to the back of the van where he removed the left
rear trim cover to expose the quarter window control actuator.
Next he unplugged the two-wire connector and back-probed
the tiny openings so he could connect his 12-volt test light
– the test light probe to one wire and the ground clip to the
other. “Remember,” he explained. “These are reversible motors
we’re dealing with. OK, let’s try the window switch.”
Beanie went up front and did the honors. In both directions
– in and out – the test light lit up just like it should. Basil
turned to Tooner. “We’ve just verified that everything in the
circuit – the switch, module, both power and ground circuits
– are all working fine. If we had a broken wire somewhere,
we wouldn’t be seeing these results.” He removed his test
light. “I’d say the actuator is faulty.”
By now Tooner’s face had reclaimed its familiar scowl.
Next Basil went to the sliding side doors. “Now these are
interesting,” he said. He opened one and pointed to the four
spring-loaded pins in the front of the door and to the matching
contact plates in the door pillar. “This is where the power
transfers from the body to the door, and these connections
get dirty. Let’s clean them up and see what happens.”
After cleaning, both door locks worked like new. Next came
the front door locks. After removing both door panels and
running the test light check on the door lock actuator connections, the conclusion was that the wiring was good, but that
both actuators were worn out.
I set a fresh mug of coffee in front of Basil. “Here you go –
five sugars, just how you like it.” I sat down at the lunch table.
“But tell me, how did you know it wasn’t broken wires in the
door hinge? That’s a pretty common problem.”
Basil smiled. “You’re right. But I’ve seen those sliding doors
act up before, so I didn’t believe it was all a broken wiring problem.
As for the rear window and the front door locks…” He shrugged.
“I just got lucky.” He picked up an apple fritter and took a bite.
“But you know me and donuts. Even if I’d lost the bet, I still win.”
I chewed on that for a minute. “OK, but how did Tooner
know about the wheel speed sensor this morning?”
Beanie raised his hand. “I tried to warn you. He was sneaking
around the parking lot with the scan tool before work this
morning. I think he set you up.”
I grabbed another one of Tooner’s loser donuts. The first
was good, but the second tasted even better as I began plotting
my revenge. No one puts one over on The Shambles and gets
away with it!

Affinia Canada LLC ............................................... 36
www.wixfilters.com

Rick Cogbill is a freelance writer and a former
shop owner in Summerland, B.C. You can read
more of Slim Shambles’ misadventures in
Rick’s book, “A Fine Day For a Drive,” available
at www.thecarside.com.
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THE

The Diagnostic Prophet
The competitive spirit is alive and well at Slim Shamble’s shop…
but it’s not always a level playing ground when you’re playing for donuts.
By Rick Cogbill
“Left rear wheel speed sensor.” Tooner crossed his arms,
daring us to second-guess him.
His smug attitude bugged me. “Gonna put money on that?
A tooney says it’s a wiring problem.”
A sly smile creased his craggy face. “It’s your loss.”
Beanie poked me in the ribs. “Uh, boss, I think you should
walk away from this one.”
I ignored him and hooked up our scan tool to the car. A couple
of clicks later we were at the live data screen. The late 90s Buick
Regal had come in with the ABS light on. Around the shop, we
make a game out of calling the fix before the real diagnostics
begin. Far as I knew, Tooner hadn’t even done a test drive yet.
We watched the screen as Tooner spun the left rear wheel.
Nothing. When he moved over to the right rear, it began to
register as soon as he got above 3 km-h. “But how could you
know that?” I protested. “It could have been any one of the
sensors.”
Tooner just shrugged and stuck out his hand. “Hey, what
can I say? You’re in the presence of greatness. Pay up.”
Later that morning I was still smarting from my defeat when
Quigley handed me a set of keys. “Got a real shopping list of
problems here,” he said. The vehicle was a 2001 Ford Windstar
minivan with over 200,000 km on it. “Power door locks work
intermittently on both sliding doors; passenger side front door

lock doesn’t work at all; the driver’s side sort of works –
sometimes.” There was also an issue with the left rear quarter
window. It was stuck open and wouldn’t close with the switch.
“I’m no mechanic,” said Quigley, “but I’m wondering if these
are all connected. I mean, is it possible?”
Tooner was eavesdropping as usual. “Sure is! All them
features are controlled by the master switch assembly in the
driver’s door armrest. Given the high mileage on this puppy,
I’m bettin’ ya got some broken wires in the door hinge area.”
I’d seen similar things before, so I didn’t challenge him on this
one. But Basil did. He came over with his cup of tea. “I’ll entertain
your wager,” he said to Tooner. “I’m going to say it’s not the door
wiring, but that you’ve got a multitude of other problems instead.”
Tooner appraised him coolly. “Yer on. What’re the stakes?”
Basil shrugged. “The loser buys donuts?”
Tooner clapped his hands together. “Done! Let’s get at ’er.”
He grabbed a sharp knife from his toolbox and headed for
the driver’s door.
“Hold on just a minute,” cautioned Basil. “What’s your plan?”
Tooner brandished the knife. “Plan? Pretty simple. We got
broken wires, so I’m gonna do some surgery on the wiring
conduit at the door hinge and expose them.”
...continued on page 45
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Are Rusty Calipers
Wrecking Your Style?

Get Rolling Again
with CARDONE
ULTRA™ Calipers
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Remanufactured Calipers
Exclusive Weather-Proof Powder Coating
Silver Finish Complements All Wheel Types
Banjo Bolts Included Where Applicable
Mounting Brackets & Hardware Included/Installed
Scan here to learn more
about why CARDONE
ULTRA™ Calipers go
beyond others.
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